
APPENDIX B:  Online Survey Results

90% of those surveyed said their health was good or very good.

99% responded that they were physically active outdoors as a child.

Only 83% responded that their children are physically active outdoors. 
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APPENDIX B:  Online Survey Results

Over 50% of the respondents said that they were physically active outdoors 30 
minutes per day every day.

63% were physically active outdoors for more than 30 minutes.
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The #1 answer was its scenic beauty.  Other answers included the peace and quiet, 
fresh air, and easy accessibility.  For all responses to this question, see:

www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org.
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The top 10 responses were walking (40%), biking (37%), hiking (33%), gardening and/or yard work 
(24%), hunting (18%), running (15%), canoeing/kayaking/rafting (13%), swimming (12%), and 
camping (10%).  

For a complete list of all responses, visit www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org.

APPENDIX B:  Online Survey Results

Walking/hiking for fun and exercise was the Number One answer with bicycling 
as a close Second.
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APPENDIX B:  Online Survey Results

Over one-third respondents (88 out of 209) said they walked either daily or weekly.
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Responses to this questions are available online at www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or 
www.CoalHeritage.org.



This question showed that the majority of the respondents were aware of a trail 
close to their home and had an idea of the length of that particular trail. For a 

complete list  of all responses, visit 
www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org.

APPENDIX B:  Online Survey Results

Nearly 42% of those who responded to this question used the trail closest to their 
home at least once a week.
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Responses to this question  showed very clearly the respondents to this survey were 
very knowledgeable of trails. Over 65% were familiar with at least one trail with many 
of them listing four or more trails. See website: www. trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.

CoalHeritage.org for a list of responses.

Of the 178 respondents to this question, only fifteen responded that no trails within 
15-mile radius of their home and five responded that they were not sure if there were 

any or not.  For a complete list of trails noted, visit the websites: 
www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org

APPENDIX B:  Online Survey Results
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Nearly 70% had detailed knowledge of the trail closest to them, providing information about 
trail maintenance needs, accessibility issues as well as a description.  They provided both 

insight and suggestions. Recommend visit to www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or 
www.CoalHeritage.org for detailed responses to this question.



There were 96 responses to Question #17 in regards to trail maintenance, safety or design 
which included:

       

Specific requests included:  

 

For a complete list of all 67 responses, visit our website at  www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or 
www.CoalHeritage.org
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No plan exists to sustain trails (maintain what we have).  
Some trails are poorly designed because of lack of standards or volunteer construction 
with no oversight.  
More maintenance for slides and ditches.  Water causes much trail damage.
Improved signage or trail maps. 
Some trails need to be as natural as possible while others need to be more manicured 
for use by the elderly, children and those less fit.
Correctly designed water-runoff barriers to prevent erosion, particularly on steep trails 
and frequently used trails.  
Southern West Virginia roadways need to be more bicycle-friendly.  Bike lanes would 
be an easy addition to many existing roads.  
Horses should have their own dedicated trails
Better access to good maps.
Policing of the trails for both safety and to inventory maintenance needs
Possibly add a place to post notes about conditions on a trail such as a downed tree 
so that the obstacle can be removed or the issue addressed.

Lincoln County needs a trail in the northeastern part for a combination of  walking, 
bicycling, roller-blade, skating, jogging, nature, etc.   
Better trail maintenance at Beech Fork
Extend both the Hatfield-McCoy Trail through Anawalt and extend the
Coal Heritage Trail to Jenkin Jones.   



A complete list of the organizations is provided on the website www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails 
or www.CoalHeritage.org

Answers ranged anywhere from 0-5 hours a month to as much as 160 hours.  
Typical responses seemed to fall somewhere between 5-20 hours a month.

APPENDIX B:  Online Survey Results

The primary mode of transportation was by motor vehicle.  96 out of the 217 respondents 
(44%) said they walked and 72 responded that they rode bikes (33%).
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There were 141 responses to Question #21 in regard to current trail-related 
projects.  A few of the responses included:

For a complete list of all 141 responses, visit the websites:  
www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mary Ingles Trail from Pax (Fayette County) to Holly Grove/Pratt area in Kanawha 
County.  Over 40 mile distance.

Development of a trail at Twin Falls State Park and trail maintenance at Chief 
Logan

Removing trees at Beech Fork State Park
 
A new mountain bike trail around from the dam side of Lake Stephens.  It is a 4 mile 
loop that crosses several existing trails.  Should be completed this Fall.   

Continually working on trails at Little Beaver State Park mainly for maintenance 
and safety.  

Just finished part of a kayak portage trail in Meadowood Park in Tornado, Kanawha 
County.   

APPENDIX B:  Online Survey Results
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There were 107 responses to this question.   Below are just a few of the responses.   

• Potential section of rail-trail along Paint Creek.
• Sandy Creek Expedition Driving Tour in McDowell County and Kanawha Valley
  18th Century History Driving Tour in Kanawha County
• The Great Eastern Trail through West Virginia, Virginia and Kentucky.
• Interconnecting rail-trails in Raleigh and Fayette counties,
• Linking Pineville, Oceana, and Mullens to Twin Falls State Park

For a complete list of all 107 responses, visit the website: 
www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org

Please visit www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org for a list of 
others that may have an interest in trails.
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Want to know what West Virginia means to those who completed the survey?  
Go to www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org to find out.

There were some interesting responses to this question.  To view all 127 of the 
responses, visit www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org
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There were 91 responses to this question.  Here are just a few of them.  
 
• Need longer trails
• It would be terrific to form a network of off road hiking/biking trail (no motorized vehicles)
   between communities in West Virginia to actually be able to get around from point to 
   point. 
• Bike trails will bring additional people to the area on short-term outdoor adventures
• We have lots but they are overused and under maintained
• Need to be better informed about the trails that are out there.  
• It is amazing how few people know about the many trails that already exist…an how few
   are aware that volunteers commonly do trail maintenance in many other parts of the
   country.   
• More involvement with kids to foster stewardship of nature.  

Depending on where you live, one person responded that there were not very many trails 
while the next person responded by saying that it was wonderful to have so many trails 

around.  

Go to www.trailsrus.com/nchatrails or www.CoalHeritage.org to view all 91 responses
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Ages varied from 22 to 76 years of age.

Over 90% of the respondents resided in West Virginia although there were a few 
who completed surveys and lived in Kentucky or Virginia but expressed interest in 

West Virginia trails. A list of all zip codes are available upon request. 

Responses to this question are available upon request.
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32% of those surveyed had incomes of between $40,000 to $70,000, while 
43% had incomes of over $70,000.

Over 80% of those surveyed had obtained at least a college degree.

Almost the same percentage of women responded to this 
survey as did men.
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